We are happy you will be joining us in Komiža, Vis from the 25th to the 30th of August and taking
part in the 6th edition of Green Academy entitled ''Moving beyond fragments''. Hereby we provide
some important information.

ARRIVING TO KOMIŽA, BIŠEVO HOTEL
Once you arrive to the Split airport take a regular shuttlebus to the Split port where you can take a
ferry or catamaran to Vis. Check connections at www.jadrolinija.hr. Please note that you should have
at least 90, ideally 120 minutes for transport between the airport and the port (including purchasing
the ticket for ferry or catamaran). When you arrive to the Vis port you can take the regular public
transport line (bus) to Komiža, which you can find in the port when you exit the ferry. After a 15minute drive you will be in Komiža and a 5minute walk away from Hotel Biševo (which is located on
the right side of the bay).
Check http://www.hotel-bisevo.com.hr/
For those arriving by bus or train: the port in Split is situated next to the train and bus station.

ACCOMODATION
Unless you have been contacted separately, you will be accommodated in Hotel Biševo in 2- and 3bed rooms where the large majority of GA participants will be accommodated. Please check in as
soon as you arrive.
Those accommodated in apartments will be contacted and connected with apartment owners to pick
up the keys.

REGISTRATION
Registration desk will be open in the City Hall (Spomendom) in the very centre of Komižafrom 5 PM
on the 25th of August. At the registration desk you will fil the registration sheet and receive the
package containing the program and main information about the Green Academy, a T-shirt, a bag
and a notebook. Those arriving later in the evening, after the opening panel, will be able to register
on Sunday, 26th of August before the beginning of the program.

FINDING YOUR WAY IN KOMIŽA
Komiža is very small and very soon you will understand the relativity of distance. Everything related
to the program (except the walking tour) is located within 600 meters or a 5-minutes walk.
The main venues of the Green Academy are two rooms in Hotel Biševo (called for our purpose A &
B), A – lobby space and B – conference hall.
Spomendom hall is the third hall, dedicated to plenary debates, including the opening and closing.
Last, but not the least, is summer cinema hall right next to Spomendom where the GA will have its
movie program this year in cooperation with Human Rights Film Festival.

Check the program for locations and find more information on the wall in the Hotel lobby. Please
note that locations for siesta talks, self-organized sessions and practical workshops will be defined on
the spot together with organizers and session conveners and information will be shared on the wall
and on Facebook.
The walking tour on Tuesday will start early in the morning (without delay) and will last for 4 hours. It
will include a walk through the nature surrounding Komiža and the town. It is important you take a
bottle of water, a hat or any sort of protection from sun, as well as sneakers (definitely not flip
flops!). Local guides will give you a tour through Komiža’s history and present, reflecting on
sustainability, community’s life today and war history.
Final party will take place on Wednesday evening on Kamenice beach, which you will have to explore
during lunch and swimming breaks.

INFO WALL
A wall with all information will be located in the lobby of the 1st floor of Hotel Biševo. In case you
check the wall during the module, please keep quiet. We strongly encourage you to check the wall
during breaks.

FOOD
We will be accommodated in Hotel Biševo where all meals will be organised (check the program for
the schedule). We are aware that there are vegetarians and vegans in the group; a vegetarian option
will always be provided while we have tried to work out with the hotel that vegan option is almost
always available.

PROGRAM COMPOSITION
Our program is divided into a morning part with the introduction, lectures and the tour; a central
part composed of modules, an afternoon part divided into free time and siesta talks/self-organized
sessions/practical workshops, and evening debates/cinema and party on the last day.
Most of you have already chosen the module you will participate in. Those who still haven’t provided
that information are asked to do so once they arrive. We strongly encourage and suggest
participating in one module and not changing modules, since they are designed as coherent units
with a defined flow from beginning to end. Locations for modules are defined as well.
The plan is to have 8 self-organized sessions, 4 per day (taking place at the same time) and conveners
of these sessions will provide information on their locations the wall. The same goes for practical
workshops and siesta talks.

REIMBURSEMENT OF TRAVEL COSTS
Those participants who expect reimbursement of travel costs will receive detailed information about
the procedure. Please note that you should save your receipts, boarding passes and all travel related
documentation in order to be able to provide them (as scanned documents and via post) once the
journey is completed. All documentation should be sent to us by the 15th of September 2018 at the
latest.

